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Photography can only represent the present. Once photographed, the 

subject becomes the part of the past.” 

 Photography is the simultaneous recognition in a fraction of a second of 

the significance of an event. To photograph is to hold one’s breath, when 

all faculties converge to capture fleeting reality. It’s at that precise moment 

that mastering an image becomes a great physical and intellectual joy. 

The photography club is one of the most active clubs of our college. Every 

year new members join the club. Members are selected on the basis of 

their photography skills. The purpose of this club is to polish the 

photography skills of the students. Members are provided with college 

cameras to capture fleeting moments of passion, competition and joy to 

create memories that will be caught by the students forever. 

 

The photography Club was inaugurated by Rev Fr. Kingston. In 2018 

the photography club has been formed named Eikona for the promotion of 

the photographers by the BA Mass Communication students.  

The mission of the Photography Club is to provide a supportive 

environment for interested photography students to share their creativity, 

knowledge and passion for photography while attending during the college. 

The club will hold regular meetings and discussions and organize events 

such as; photo-walks, field trips, museum and gallery visits, and lectures 

and workshops by members who will also explore the possible 

opportunities for photography projects in collaboration with other campus 

departments, organize and explore the possibilities of exhibitions on and off 

campus. 



 

 

This logo was designed by Mr. Allen a BA Mass Com student in the year 

2018    

BA mass communication students the structure of Eikona club is as follows  

BA the structure of Eikona Club is as follows  
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This is the first PHOTO WALK conducted by Eikona 

The Photography Club along with its members conducted a Photo walk on July 6 th 2018. The duration of 

the Photo walk was from 6:00 AM - 1:00 PM. The main objective of this Photo walk was to bring out the 

focus on Architecture and Street photography. The focus of the street photography is on the observation 

and understanding the thought process of the human behavior. The members engaged themselves in 

getting pictures of the people on the streets as well as the architecture. 

All the members who participated in Photo walk enjoyed exploring historic places around Hyderabad city 

like Golkonda, Seven tombs, Maqtha Arts, Mecca Masjid, Lotus pond, Love HYD etc  

 

THE PILLERS OF HYDERABAD 

 



 

 

 

 

 


